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many of them are answered in an appendix. Both program refinement and data 
refinement (neglected in other texts) are covered. What’s missing? Parallelism, a 
topic of growing importance, is not touched. Neither is the topic of communications, 
or interaction. But we can’t ask for everything in one text. 
Programming from Specifications i well-conceived, well-written, and wonderfully 
free from error. It is a model textbook. 
Eric C. R. HEHNER 
Department of Computer Science 
University of Toronto 
Toron to, On t., Canada 
Edward R. Tufte, Envisioning Information (Graphics Press UK, P.O. Box 8, Godalming, 
Surrey, United Kingdom, MO), Price BO.OO/$48.00. 
The most notable edge humans still have over machines is their capacity for 
pattern recognition. Not just visual patterns, but patterns of behaviour in people or 
things or abstract ideas, patterns of relationships, patterns of organization. To create 
a theory about a system, a scientist uses inductive inference, recognising patterns 
in the data; mathematicians recognise relationships and infer abstractions; engineers 
recognize requirements and match them to solutions; and in every other field of 
life, we function largely by recognizing situations and responding appropriately. 
But of all forms of pattern recognition in the human brain, that in the visual 
cortex is the most powerful. Hence our use of visual presentation in so many spheres 
of activity; and our need to “visualize” systems we deal with. We translate all those 
other kinds of relationships into visual ones, so that our visual pattern-recognition 
circuitry can get to grips with it. Effective visualisation is the key to effective 
understanding of a situation; and to duplicating that understanding effectively in 
the minds of others. The behaviour of a recursive function, or an electron in a 
crystal, or a piece of software are instantly easier to contemplate when presented 
pictorially. So this is a topic that should concern all technical workers. 
The big obstacle is that whilst the visual field is two-dimensional (especially if 
confined to the pages of a book) the information is generally multi-dimensional. 
There is a skill, therefore-“cognitive art”- in choosing the most useful projection 
of subject space into 2-space; or to put it Tufte’s way, “escaping flatland”: arranging 
the picture so that the brain easily recognizes the most relevant multi-dimensional 
relationships. 
Envisioning Information is a well-illustrated discussion of good presentation. It 
is a cover-to-cover ead, rather than a handbook: you come away having enjoyed 
the trip and feeling your skills are improved, though Tufte enunciates no easy-to- 
follow do’s and dont’s. Topics covered include: choosing appropriate data and 
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presentation; presenting detail and overall picture together; layering and separation 
of interesting data from context, noise reduction; comparisons; using colour 
(including a short section on computer screens); spatial/temporal behaviour. 
The style is reminiscent of Desmond Morris: lots of illustrations taken from a 
wide variety of technical and non-technical sources, with discussion in the interstices. 
Although there are many side-notes and references, few of them are to studies in 
perceptual psychology. The author teaches statistics, graphic design and political 
economy at Yale University, and founded the publishing house himself. The book 
might have been improved with a sterner editor; but it sure is nice to look at. 
Alan WILLS 
Department of Computer Science 
Manchester University 
Manchester, United Kingdom 
Antoni Dilier, An Intralirctiorr to Fond Methods (Wiley, Chichester, United Kingdom, 
1990), Price E19.95 (paperback), ISBN O-471-924!#9-X. 
This book is presented as an introductory text on formal methods using the 
specification language Z. It is derived in part from courses given to first- and 
second-year undergraduates at the University of Birmingham. These parts cover, 
briefly “The Philosophy of Formal Methods”, an extended “Tutorial Introduction”, 
and more extended “Cases Studies”. 
The book also covers more advanced topics, having a section on “Methods of 
Reasoning”, a section on “Specification Animation” and a “Reference Manual”. 
The brief preliminary section on “Philosophy” serves as a prospectus against 
which I propose to evaluate the remainder of the book. The author expresses his 
conviction that “it is the fact that you can reason mathematically about Z 
specifications and prove results about them that is its main advantage over alternative 
specification methods”. Here it is claimed that “specifications in Z are precise, 
unambiguous, concise and amenable to proof”, and Z is advertised as “a pretty 
successful attempt . . . to devise a notation for building models of software systems 
and for proving that programs meet their specifications”. 
The tutorial section (which accounts for about a third of the book) contains very 
painstaking explanations and illustrations of the basic features of Z and their use. 
The author has avoided any use of formality in the description of Z, even in the 
description of the syntax. This makes the book unsuitable as a reference work, since 
points of detail about the legality of various constructs cannot be settled. Constants 
defined in the Z library are introduced with informal descriptions rather than their 
formal definitions (the formal definitions may however be consulted in the reference 
section). 
